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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are designing a data center that will use Cisco Unified
Fabric. You must select a switch for the access
layer. The switch must support 10-Gbps optical connections.
Which type of Cisco Nexus switch must you
select?
A. 0
B. 2248TP
C. 1
D. 1000V
E. 5548UP

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
CORRECT TEXT
Describe the differences between Visual force and s-controls?
Answer:
Explanation:
S
-Controls:
1.Written in Ajax and run on the client
2.Hard-coded - can't reuse
3.Logic and presentation mixed Visual Force:
1.Written in HTML&amp; Apex, run on the server
2.Component model - can reuse code
3.Logic and presentation separated

NEW QUESTION: 3
You execute the SQL statement:
SQL&gt; CREATE TABLE citizens
(citizen_id CHAR (10) PRIMARY KEY,
last_name VARCHAR2 (50) NOT NULL,
first_name VARCHAR2 (50),
address VARCHAR2 (100),
city VARCHAR2 (30) DEFAULT 'SEATTLE' NOT NULL,
CONSTRAINT cnames CHECK (first_name&lt;&gt;last_name) );
What is the outcome?
A. It fails because the NOT NULL and DEFAULT options cannot be
combined for the same column.
B. It succeeds and CITY can contain only 'SEATTLE' or null for
all rows.
C. It succeeds and an index is crated for CITIZEN_ID.
D. It fails because the condition for the CANAMES constraint is
not valid.
Answer: A
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